Data Reduction & Analytics
Expert-led, technology-driven solutions distill
complexity and quickly get you to the data
that matters.
Data science, tailored workflows, and hands-on legal and data expertise converge
in a single-source solution for analytics and review. We leverage proven processes
and custom workflows, advanced algorithms, data science, and AI to segregate and
analyze documents faster, more efficiently, and more accurately—delivering visualizations, insights, and analytics that reduce data volume, costs, and risk.
SAVE ATTORNEY COSTS
We apply analytics to segregate and categorize documents faster, more efficiently, and more accurately, so attorneys can focus
on and prioritize data and reduce review time—the most expensive aspect of the eDiscovery process.

TAKE WEEKS OUT OF REVIEW
Using analytics to develop more efficient and cost-effective workflows, we can automate processes that cull and extract data
from volumes of documents and quickly deliver an analysis that would take weeks to complete in manual review.

ACCESS EXPERT SUPPORT
We have a team of dedicated analytics experts and data scientists with fluency in advanced analytics technologies and ECA
tools, workflows, and legal expertise to help simplify the complexity and reduce the cost of document review.

Harness the technologies and solutions that
power analytics with innovative proprietary
tools and workflows.
We leverage industry-leading analytics tools and custom
workflows to streamline processes, decrease the size of
your document review set, and reduce your costs and risk.
Cimplifi ™ includes a curated ecosystem of industry-leading analytics tools.
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Explore the many ways we use analytics
workflows to deliver significant advantages.
TAR/PREDICTIVE CODING

Algorithms can assess hundreds of thousands of documents in seconds, enabling your teams to focus on the most
relevant data first and reducing the cost of review by up to 90%.

CONTINUOUS MULTI-MODAL LEARNING

Weed through non-responsive data to get reviewers the most important documents first, producing impressive and
accurate results.

COGNITIVE ANALYTICS

Gain deeper contextual clarity and uncover critical facts by understanding behavioral signals within unstructured
data and converting them into valuable insights.

PII ANALYTICS

Scan millions of documents, pinpointing and highlighting the most sensitive PII information in minutes to mitigate
risk, ensure compliance with privacy laws, and assist in data breach response.

PRIVILEGE ANALYTICS

Shorten timelines with access to a database of law firm domains and counsel names and ability to understand
communication patterns, email threads that break privilege, and indirect protected communications.

CONTRACT ANALYSIS

Analyze thousands of contracts and their different clauses through a single intuitive workflow that identifies
similar meaning and language across libraries of documents.

CONCEPT CLUSTERING

See related documents and data points faster and more efficiently to help eliminate irrelevant data and filter the
most relevant documents to priority status for a more consistent review.

TIMELINE ANALYSIS

Understand the gaps in data or the stories behind your data. Timeline analysis can help you focus on conversation
anomalies as well as pinpoint critical periods in your data.

KEY ENTITY ANALYSIS

Entity identification can take on more than just names and organizations; we can customize analysis to locate
relevant topics, events, or data points, linking them together to help uncover the truth faster.

COMMUNICATION ANALYSIS

Analyze patterns and connections in email, chat, and messaging. Search on topics or entities to pinpoint key players
or timelines, and drill down into specific parties to discover how issues developed.

Ready to get to the data that matters?
Get in touch today to speak with an expert.
info@cimplifi.com / Phone 833.215.2667
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